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J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T 

 

1.    This case was registered on 18-08-2013, at Gauripur Police Station, under 

Sections 147/148/149/325/384/307 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 (in short “the 

IPC, based on a First Information Report (in short “the FIR”) filed by one 

Nuruzzaman Sheikh, against accused Golapuddin, Jahirul Hoque, Mozirul Hoque, 

Azirul Hoque, Atabul Hoque, Fazal Hoque  and Shahabuddin. 

 

2.  The case of the prosecution, as stated in the FIR, is that on 17-08-2013, at 

around 08:00 p.m., while the younger brother of the informant, namely 

Khalekuzaman Sheikh @ Manu Tarani was proceeding from Balajan market towards 

his house, on the PWD road at village Dhurarghate, Part-II, under Gauripur Police 

Station, armed with deadly weapons, the accused waylaid him and severely 

assaulted him. The accused also stolen away an amount of Rs.2,000/-, one Mobile 

phone handset with SIM card No.8486886497 and a bag from him. Thereafter, 

believing that Khaliquezzaman has expired, the accused left the place of occurrence. 

Khalekuzaman was then shifted to the Dhubri Civil Hospital by 108 Ambulance 

service. Therefore, the informant filed the FIR of the instant case with the Balajan 

Police Out-post on 18-08-2013. 

 

3. The In-charge of the Balajan Police Out-post entered the FIR in the General 

Diary Book of the Out-post vide entry No. 283, dated 18-08-2013 and forwarded the 

FIR to the Gauripur Police Station for registration of a case. He also started 

investigation in anticipation.  

4.   Based on the FIR, the Officer In-charge of the Gauripur Police Station 

registered the case No.410/2013 for offences under Sections 

147/148/149/325/384/307 IPC against the accused Golapuddin, Jahirul Hoque, 

Mozirul Hoque, Azirul Hoque, Atabul Hoque, Fazal Hoque  and Shahabuddin.  

5.  During the course of investigation, statements of several witnesses were 

recorded. The injury report of Khaliquezzaman was collected and after completion of 

investigation, a charge sheet was filed for commission of offences under Sections 
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147/148/149/341/323/384/307 IPC against the accused Golapuddin, Jahirul Hoque, 

Mozirul Hoque, Azirul Hoque, Atabul Hoque, Fazal Hoque  and Shahabuddin in the 

Court of the learned Chief Judicial Magistrate, Dhubri. The learned Chief Judicial 

Magistrate, Dhubri transferred the case to the court of the learned Sub-Divisional 

Judicial Magistrate (S), Dhubri, Shri R.  Brahma for disposal.  As the offence under 

Section 307 IPC is exclusively triable by the Court of Sessions, after complying with 

the provisions of Section 207 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (in short “the 

Cr.P.C.”), the learned Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S), Dhubri committed the 

case to this Court for trial. Hence, this case. 

6. During trial, my learned predecessor framed charges under Sections 148, 341, 

323, 384, 307 IPC against the accused Golapuddin, Jahirul Hoque, Mozirul Hoque, 

Azirul Hoque, Atabul Hoque, Fazal Hoque and Shahabuddin. When the contents of 

the charges were read over and explained to the accused persons, they pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried. 

7. The prosecution, in order to prove its case, examined seven witnesses.  The 

accused did not examine any witness.   

8. In their examination under Section 313 Cr.P.C., the accused have denied the 

prosecution case and have stated that the allegations levelled against them are false 

and baseless. 

9.     The point for determination in this case is:-    

I) Whether on 17-08-2013, at around 08:00 p.m., on the PWD road at 

village- Dhurarghate, Part-II, under Gauripur Police Station, by forming an 

unlawful assembly and in prosecution of the common object of the said 

assembly to cause the death of Khaliquezzaman Sheikh @ Monu Tarani, the 

accused Golapuddin, Jahirul Hoque, Mozirul Hoque, Azirul Hoque, Atabul 

Hoque, Fazal Hoque  and Shahabuddin wrongfully restrained him, voluntary 

caused hart to him and assaulted him by deadly weapons with such 

knowledge and in such circumstances that if by the said act, they had caused 

the death of Khaliquezzaman, they would have been guilty of committing 
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murder of him and also extorted the an amount of Rs.2,000/-, one mobile 

phone handset with SIM card No.8486886497 and a bag from him? 

 

If so, what punishment do they deserve?  

 

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

 

10. I have carefully examined the evidence on record, gone through the relevant 

documents on record and after hearing the arguments advanced by the learned 

counsels for both the sides, give my decision on the above point as follows:- 
 

11.  PW-2 Khaliquezzaman Sheikh, the injured victim of the case has deposed that 

about two years ago, one day, at around 05:00 p.m., while he was returning home, 

in front of the house of the accused, the accused waylaid him and entered into an 

altercation with him. Thereafter, the accused assaulted him. He then shouted for 

help. In the meantime, the villagers arrived at the place of occurrence and seeing 

the villagers, accused fled away. He was shifted to the Dhubri Civil Hospital and he 

had taken treatment for about fifteen days.  
 

12.  In the cross examination, he has stated that nobody talked to him. The 

accused persons did not enter into scuffle and also did not confine him.  The 

onslaught continued for about ten minutes. As a result, he became unconscious and 

fell down on the ground. He was taken to the hospital in unconscious state. He 

regained senses on the next day. He was in the hospital for twenty two days. The 

crowd gathered at the place of occurrence.  Abdul Zabbar, Kazi Advocate and others 

saw the occurrence.  He has denied the suggestion that he had assaulted the 

accused Golap Uddin, Johirul and Ajirul and to save himself from the same, has 

falsely implicated the accused with this case.  
 

13. PW-1 Nurzaman Sheikh, the informant has deposed that hearing that his 

brother Khaliquezzaman Sheikh was assaulted by the accused and was shifted to the 

hospital; he went to the hospital and found that his brother was lying in the hospital. 

As the injuries were serious, the doctors referred him to Guwahati. His brother had 
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undergone treatment in Guwahati for about two months. Therefore, he has filed the 

ext-1 FIR of the case against the accused.  
 

14. In the cross-examination, he has stated that he did not accompany his injured 

brother to Guwahati. He was not aware if the case was referred to Gauhati Medical 

College, Guwahati. His brother had undergone treatment at Dhubri for two months. 

He has denied the suggestion that the accused did not assault his brother. 
 

15. PW-5 Dr. Reza M.A. Amin, the Medical Officer who had treated the injured 

Khaliquezzaman has deposed that on 17-08-2013, he had examined Khaliquezzaman 

and found one swelling on the right periorbital region, tenderness over the chest and 

tenderness with swelling on the left ankle joint. He adviced the patient to take C.T. 

Scan of brain (P), X-ray of skull, chest X-ray, PA view, X-ray of Cervical spine, X-ray 

of the right maxillo-mandibular region, AP and lateral view X-ray of left foot with 

ankle joint AP and lateral view. The patient did not submit C.T scan brain (P) report 

but, clinically, no head injury was detected during the time of discharge. In his 

opinion the injuries were simple in nature. Ext-2 is the report prepared by him and 

ext-2 (1) is his signature therein. 
 

16. In the cross-examination, he has stated that one may sustain such type of 

injury due to falling over hard substance. 
 

17. PW-6 S.I. Prahlad Das and PW-7 S.I. Rup Kumar Talukdar, the Investigating 

Officers of the case are formal witnesses of the case. PW-7 S.I. Rup Kumar Talukdar 

has deposed that he has recorded the statements of the witnesses, arrested four of 

the accused persons and forwarded them to the Court. He could not arrest the 

remaining two accused persons as they absconded. He has also collected the 

medical report of the injured victim. PW-6 S.I. Prahlad Das has submitted the charge 

sheet against the accused persons.  
 

18. PW-3 Ahjana Bibi and PW-4 Abdul Aziz have deposed that they know nothing 

about the alleged occurrence. The defence did not cross-examine them. 
 

19. As can be seen from the above discussion, except the injured Khaliquezzaman, 

no other prosecution witnesses has seen the alleged occurrence. Therefore, we have 
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to consider whether based on the solitary testimony of the injured victim 

Khaliquezzaman, the accused can be held guilty of committing the alleged offences.  
 

20.   PW-5 Dr. Reza M.A. Amin, the Medical Officer who had examined the injured 

Khaliquezzaman has proved that he had treated the injured on 17-08-2013, that is, 

on the day of the alleged occurrence and found one swelling on the right periorbital 

region, tenderness over the chest and tenderness with swelling on the left ankle 

joint. The learned counsel for the accused has suggested to the injured 

Khaliquezzaman in the cross-examination that accused did not assault him and he 

had assaulted the accused Golap Uddin, Johirul and Ajirul and to save himself from 

the same, he has falsely implicated the accused in this case. In view of the above, it 

can be safely held that an incident had occurred on the alleged date, time and place 

and at least, the injured Khaliquezzaman and the accused Golap Uddin, Johirul and 

Ajirul were involved in the said incident. Therefore, though the accused have stated 

that the injured victim Khaliquezzaman had assaulted the accused Golap Uddin, 

Johirul and Ajirul, the evidence on record does not support the same and the 

accused did not adduce any positive evidence to prove the same. Therefore, it must 

be held that it was the accused persons who had assaulted the injured 

Khaliquezzaman and not the vice versa. Further, immediately after the alleged 

incident, the injured Khaliquezzaman was shifted to the Dhubri Civil Hospital and the 

PW-5 had treated him and found one swelling on the right periorbital region, 

tenderness over the chest and tenderness with swelling on the left ankle joint on 

him. The PW-5 has diagnosed him with sustaining the injuries with following history 

of assault. Therefore, considering the evidence of the injured Khaliquezzaman, which 

is corroborated by the medical evidence, it must be held that it were the accused 

persons who had assaulted the injured Khaliquezzaman and hence, the prosecution 

case must be accepted to be true. 

21.    In the case of JOSEPH vs.  STATE OF KERALA AIR, reported in 2003 SC 

507: (2003) 1 SCC 465, the Hon’ble Supreme court has observed as follows: 

     “In a case of this nature when there is a sole Witness to the incident his 

evidence has to be accepted with an amount of caution and after testing it on the 

touchstone of the evidence tendered by other Witnesses or evidence as recorded…” 
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        “…Section 134 of the Indian Evidence Act provides that no particular number 

of Witnesses shall in any case be required for the proof of any fact and, therefore, it 

is permissible for a court to record and sustain a conviction on the evidence of a 

Solitary eye Witness. But, at the same time, such a course can be adopted only if 

the evidence tendered by such Witness is cogent, reliable and in tune with 

probabilities and inspires implicit confidence. By this standard, when prosecution 

case rests mainly on the sole testimony of an eye-Witness, it should be wholly 

reliable. Even though such Witness is an Injured Witness and his presence may not 

be seriously doubted, when his evidence is in conflict with other evidence, the view 

taken by the trial court that it would be unsafe to convict the accused on his sale 

testimony cannot be stated to be unreasonable.” 

22.  The maxim that, "Evidence has to be weighed and not counted" has been given 

statutory recognition in Section 134 of the Evidence Act which reads as follows: 

    “134. No particular number of witness shall in any case be required for the 

proof of any fact.” 

     Therefore, as a general rule, the Court can and may act on the testimony of a 

single witness provided he is wholly reliable. 
 

23.  In the case in our hand, the evidence of the injured victim PW-2 

Khaliquezzaman is supported by the expert evidence of the PW-5 Dr. Reza M.A. 

Amin. Further, the PW- 1 has also corroborated the prosecution case though he did 

not see the alleged incident and though the PW-3 and PW-4 did not prove the 

prosecution case, they did not depose that the accused did not assault the injured 

victim Khaliquezzaman or that after the alleged assault, the injured victim 

Khaliquzzaman was not shifted to the Dhubri Civil Hospital. They have only deposed 

that they know nothing about the alleged occurrence, which does not mean that the 

alleged incident did not occur.    

24.  In the result, from the facts and circumstances of the case and above 

discussion, I hold that the prosecution has succeeded in bringing home the charge 

under Section 323, r/w section 149 IPC against the accused Golapuddin, Jahirul 

Hoque, Mozirul Hoque, Azirul Hoque, Atabul Hoque, Fazal Hoque  and Shahabuddin 

beyond all reasonable doubt.  
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25.  But, though PW-5 has deposed that injuries sustained by the injured 

Khaliquzzaman were simple injuries, as he had sustained the injuries on the right 

periorbital region, over the chest and on the left ankle joint with foot and was 

adviced to take C.T. Scan of brain (P), X-ray of skull, chest X-ray, PA view, X-ray of 

Cervical spine, X-ray of the right maxillo-mandibular region, AP and lateral view X-

ray of left foot with ankle joint AP and lateral view and was admitted at the dhubri 

civil hospital, the injuries sustained by him must be  of serious in nature. But, it 

cannot be held that the accused assaulted Khaliquzzaman with intent to kill him. 

Further, as when the public arrived, the accused fled away from the lace of 

occurrence, the accused cannot be held guilty of committing rioting.  Further, as the 

accused waylaid the injured Khaliquzzaman and assaulted him and when the public 

arrived, they fled away from the place of occurrence, leaving the injured free to go 

anywhere he wanted, the accused cannot be held guilty of wrongfully restraining the 

injured. Further, as the injured Khaliquzzaman did not depose that the accused had 

stolen away an amount of Rs.2,000/-, one Mobile Phone and a bag from 

Khaliquzzaman, the accused cannot be held guilty of extorting the same from him.  

Therefore, the prosecution has failed to bring home the charges under Sections 148, 

341, 384, 307 IPC against the accused Golapuddin, Jahirul Hoque, Mozirul Hoque, 

Azirul Hoque, Atabul Hoque, Fazal Hoque and Shahabuddin.  

26.  In view of the above discussion, I hold the accused Golapuddin, Jahirul Hoque, 

Mozirul Hoque, Azirul Hoque, Atabul Hoque, Fazal Hoque  and Shahabuddin guilty of 

committing the offence punishable under Section 323, r/w Section 149 IPC and 

convict them under the said Sections of law and acquit them from the charges under 

Sections 148, 341, 384, 307 IPC IPC. The point is decided accordingly. 

27.  In the facts and circumstances of the case, I do not think it proper to give the 

convicts the benefit of the ameliorative relief as envisaged under the Probation of 

Offenders Act. 
 

28. Heard the convicts on the question of sentence. They have pleaded leniency in 

awarding the punishment on the grounds that they are the sole bread earners of 

their families. In the facts and circumstances of the case, I do not think it proper to 

punish the convicts leniently. Deterrent punishment is their just deserts.  
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O R D E R 

 

29. Considering the entire facts and circumstances of the case, I sentence the 

convicts Golapuddin, Jahirul Hoque, Mozirul Hoque, Azirul Hoque, Atabul Hoque, 

Fazal Hoque  and Shahabuddin to undergo rigorous imprisonment for one year each, 

and to pay a fine of Rs. 1,000/- (Rupees one thousand) only, each, in default to 

undergo simple imprisonment for fifteen days each,  for committing the offence 

under Section 323, r/w Section 149 IPC, which, in my opinion, will meet the ends of 

justice in this case. The period of detention already undergone by the convicts 

during investigation and trial shall be set-off from the sentence of imprisonment. 

Their bail bonds stand cancelled. Issue jail warrants. 

 

30. Furnish copy of the judgment to the convicts, free of cost, immediately.    

31. Signed, sealed and delivered in the open Court on this the 17th day of 

August, 2017, at Dhubri. 

 

 

 

                              (A.Chakravarty)       

                         Sessions Judge, Dhubri 

 Dictated & corrected by me. 

 

 

 

(A. Chakravarty)  

    Sessions Judge, Dhubri   
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A P P E N D I X 

 

 

1.  PROSECUTION WITNESSES: 

 

P.W.1 Nur Zaman Sheikh 

P.W-2  Khaliquezzaman Sheikh 

P.W-3  Ahjana Bibi 

P.W.4  Abdul Aziz 

P.W.5  Dr. Reza M.A. Amin 

P.W.6  S.I. Prahlad Das 

P.W.7  S.I. Rup Kumar Talukdar 

  

 

2.  PROSECUTION EXHIBIT: 

 

Exhibit- 1 FIR 

Exhibit- 2  Medical Report 

Exhibit- 3 Site Plan 

Exhibit- 4 Charge Sheet. 

  

  

 

 

       (A.Chakravarty)  

  Sessions Judge, Dhubri 

 


